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MARKET-RESOURCE HANDBOOK 

PLEASE NOTE 

The Background Material which follows on pp 1-13 is 

directed toward the student and may be used as text 

material if desired. 

Several sets of related exercises follow on pp 14-21. 

These may be assigned or used for classroom discussion. 

In order to make the MARKET program fit on some smaller 

EduSystems, you may have to delete all the REM statements 

as well as the introductory PRINT descriptions (lines 

160=195, 275-305). 

If you wish to fit the Quarterly report for each company 

on one line, make the following change in line 905: 

TAB(61) to TAB(58) 



I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A. Introduction 

You are a consumer. From the moment you pick up your morning newspaper 

until you turn off your television set at night, you are the target of people 

who want to convince you to buy their products and services. 

Think about an ordinary day. Your morning newspaper is filled with 

advertisements for everything from a power saw to a Hawaiian vacation. Your 

breakfast cereal box has been carefully designed to remind you that you will 

be a champion if you continue to eat their brand. On your way to school, 

you will undoubtedly see bigger-than-life characters on a billboard, beckoning 
you to buy the product they advertise. If you stop to shop after school, 

window arrangements and store displays grab at your attention. If you sit 

down after supper to read a magazine or watch TV, you are constantly bombarded 
with advertisements for products that promise to make your life more enjoyable. 

You can have anything from sex appeal in a toothpaste tube to a white tornado 

in an aerosol can. : | 

Your role as a consumer, or a person who purchases products or services 

of any kind, is becoming a more important and powerful role than ever before. 
People like Ralph Nader and his group of "Nader's Raiders" have done a 
great deal recently to strengthen the position of the consumer and give the 

consumer more power. 

In order to insure the quality of the goods and services produced for 

consumers, it is very important that today's consumer be well-informed and 

understand some of the business processes that involve them as consumers. 
This booklet is designed to give you a brief sketch of these processes, and 

to help you acquire a useful understanding of them. 

B. Marketing, Free Enterprise and Competition 

Marketing 

The word marketing refers to the sum total of the business activities 

that take place in the process of getting available goods and services to 

those who will use them. For example, the marketing of racing bicycles 

might involve such activities as crating and shipping the bicycles from 

the manufacturer to a firm that sells to sporting goods shops, selling the 

bicycles to the sport shops, shipping the bikes to the shops, advertising 

the bikes, and selling the bicycles to consumers like yourself. 

gr 



Business in America 

In the United States, any person who has enough money can start his own 

business in the hopes of making a profit. This is possible because the 

United States uses an economic system of "free enterprise’. 

An economic system is the way in which a nation uses its natural and 

man-made resources. Free enterprise is an economic system that allows 

individuals and businesses to make their own choices about what they will 

do to earn money, and how they will spend the money that they have. 

Because the consumers decide how to spend their money in this kind of. 

an economic system their needs and wants really determine what goods and 

services will be produced. For example, no 78 rpm records are produced any 

longer, because consumers neither want nor need them. On the other hand, 

increasing numbers of 33 rpm stereo albums are coming out because consumers 

have demanded them. | 

Competition 

Of course, most businesses expect to face competition in a free enter- 

prise economic system because many people can choose to establish the same 

kind of business. 

Competition refers to the struggle of each business to obtain a share 

of the market, or a certain part of the total sales of a product. Hence, 

the manufacturers of Crest, Gleem II, Colgate, and Ultra Brite toothpastes 

are engaged in competition for sales. The Coca Cola Company competes with 

the Pepsi Cola Company. The makers of Zest soap rival the makers of Dial 

and Ivory, and General Motors is a major competitor of the Ford Company. 

Competition among businesses is healthy and is in the public interest. 

Imagine what would happen if only one company produced a widely used good, 

such as laundry soap. Consumers would have to be satisfied with the 

performance of the product and would have to accept the price at which it 

sold, if they wanted to use a laundry soap. They would have no choice. 

Competition in the laundry soap business, however, would encourage the 

manufacturers to produce better and better products at the lowest cost, 

in the hopes of winning the largest share of the sales. Because the 
consumer’ would have a choice, he could, in effect, force the producers 

of an inferior or costly product out of the market by refusing to purchase 

that product. 

Competition also serves business. Many people have the mistaken notion 

that if, for example, one shoe store were to move directly next to another, 

the first store would lose customers. What usually happens, however, is 

that the business of both stores is boosted because more customers come to 

the area, knowing that there are two shoe stores there. 

Business competition involves risks, and every year many companies 

fail to win enough sales to stay in business. Many failures are due to a 

lack of sufficient money, or to a lack of ability to manage the business. 

t 
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Business management involves many risky decisions which, if made incorrectly, 

can mean loss of business to competitors. If the decisions are made correctly, 

however, the result is a profit--money is gained by satisfying the needs of 

the customers at a reasonable price. 

Later in your study of marketing, you will be using a computer program 

which allows you to play the role of a company which competes for the market 

for a certain type of product. You will be required to make some business 

decisions and to try to win as much of the market as possible from your 

competitor. When you play this game, you will be able to see the results 

of making wrong decisions, and you will be able to play the game again. The 

businessman in the real world, however, doesn't usually have a second chance! 



C. Production and Consumption 

In general, production refers to increasing the usefulness of goods or 
services to satisfy consumer wants. Production is so important that the 
health of a country's economy is measured by the amounts of goods and services 
produced in the country each year. 

Gross National Product 

The total rate of this production is called the gross national product, 

often referred to as the "GNP". The GNP represents the total selling price 
of all the goods and services produced within a country in a specified period 

of time. For example, in 1966, the United States had a GNP of 740 billion 

dollars, which means that during 1966, 740 billion dollars’ worth of goods 

and services were produced. 

The United States has a very high production rate. One of the factors 
which makes this possible is the wealth of natural resources available in 
the United States. Another factor is the technical excellence that has been 
achieved. 

Technology and Production 

Technology has made it possible to invent devices that can be used to 
produce goods quickly and in great quantities. This ability to produce has 
the effect of lowering the price of the goods and making them available to 
more people. Sometimes you hear people wishing for "the good old days" and 
the charm and quality work of craftsmen like the old shoemaker. But they 
forget that if we returned to those methods of production, the prices of 
goods like shoes would soar so high that they could only be afforded by the 
very wealthy. 3 : 

Consumption 

Consumption refers to the process of using up goods and services. You 
should be able to see that businesses themselves are also consumers like 
yourselves. For example, in order to produce furniture, a manufacturer 
must purchase wood, springs, paints, foam rubber, metal hardware, vinyl, 
rattan, and many other materials as well as machines and tools. The furniture 
manufacturer is a consumer of those "industrial goods", and when you buy 
furniture from the manufacturer, you are in turn a consumer for his goods. 

Production level and demand 

It makes sense that the production level of any given product depends 
to a large extent on the consumption of that good. For example, it is easy 
to see why the production level of Cadillacs is much lower than the production 
level of toothpaste. However, a demand can be created for a certain product 
and, in turn, production of that good can be encouraged. 

When production is increased, the costs of producing each unit of the 
product are lowered, and the product can be sold more cheaply. More people 

¢ 
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will then be able to afford the product and will create a greater demand for 
it; 

One good example of a product for which a demand was created is color 
television. When it first came out, color TV was very expensive, and few 
people could afford to purchase a set. Manufacturers tried to create a 
demand for color TV by telling consumers how much more enjoyable color TV 
was than black and white. Eventually more people began to purchase the sets, 
and the manufacturers were able to increase production and lower costs. 
Thus, a booming color TV market was created. 

Factors affecting the demand 

J There are many factors which affect the demand for goods and services. 
Some of these are described below. 

1. Population growth. It seems logical that the more people 
there are in the country, the higher the demand will be for goods 
and services. As population increases, there are more people who 
want goods and services. Does it surprise you that at the present 
rate of consumption in the United States, one year's crop of babies 
will use the following in their lifetime: 

1 billion pair of shoes 6 1/2 million refrigerators 
25 billion pounds of beef 50 billion quarts of milk 
63 million suits and dresses 65 million tons of paper 
11 million new automobiles 200 million tons of steel 
91 million gallons of gas 1 million new houses 

plus toys, medical supplies, books, entertainment, schools, roads, 
etc?* 

2. Technological advances. The technological and scientific 
achievements in the U.S. have been a great boost to production. In 
many cases, machines have been able to replace people in the actual 
production of goods, thus the cost of production has been lowered 
and the speed of production has increased. But scientific advance- 
ments have played another role: new inventions create new markets. 
Think of the many things in common use today that didn't even exist 
fifty years ago: automatic washing machines, power lawn mowers, 
electric coffemakers, stereo sets, television sets -- the list could 
go on and on. 

3. Family income. In the past few years, more and more married 

women have entered the working world and have thus increased their 
family income. When people have more money, they are apt to spend 
more. They may decide to have two cars, a boat, a new home, a vacation 
house, more furniture and appliances, or more luxuries. More spending 
money means more demand, and more demand means more production. 

*Donald Hart, Business in a Dynamic Society. (New York: Macmillan Co., 
S | 1963) p. 448. 
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4. More leisure time. In general, Americans have more and more 
leisure time. This means that there is more demand for recreation 

and leisure activities and hence an increase in the production of these 

services and related goods. For example, a demand for more restaurants 

would mean an increase in the demands for contractors, builders, 

carpeting, upholstery, floor coverings, food, pots, pans, dishes, 

glassware, paper products, and so on. 
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D, Pricing a Product: Supply and Demand 

The price at which particular goods or services are sold can change. 
You have probably noticed yourself, for example, that winter clothes are 
less expensive in February than they are in October. The supply of the 
good or service and the demand for the good or service are very important 
factors in setting the price. These terms -- "supply" and "demand" should 
be accurately understood: 

Supply: The term "supply" refers to the amount of goods or 
services a supplier is willing to sell at a specific price. It 
does not refer to the simple quantity in existence; the supplier 
must be willing to put the goods on the market for sale. 

Demand: The term "demand" refers to the number of customers 
who are willing and able to pay the price asked for a specific 
good or service. 

As you probably know, consumers want to pay as little as possible for 
a particular good, while suppliers want to get as much as possible for the 
Same good. Thus, if a good brings a high price, a supplier would be willing 
to sell a large number of his goods at that price. The number of consumers 

_ who would buy at that price, however, would not be large. Hence, the supplier 
could not sell as many of his goods as he would be willing to. 

On the other hand, if a good has a low price, a supplier would not want 
to sell many of his goods at that price, but many consumers would want to 
buy. In this case, the consumers will not be able to buy as many of the 
product as they would like, because at the low price the suppliers will not 
put the goods on the market. 

You can probably understand, then, why the price for a particular product 
or service usually settles around the price at which the quantity that would 
be supplied equals the quantity that would be consumed. For example, suppose 
that a marketing survey showed the following results about the market for 
a particular tennis racquet: 

Number of rackets 

Number of rackets supplier would put 
Price people would buy on market 

$10 5000 2000 
LS 4000 2900 
20 3500 3500 
25 2850 4270 
30 1500 5000 
35 1000 5860 



The price of this particular tennis racket would probably be fixed at about 
$20, because at that price the number that would be supplied and the number ” (CT 
that would be bought are equal. © 

Of course there are many, many factors that can change the whole behavior 
of the consumers or the suppliers. For example, the whole point of advertising 
on the part of suppliers is to change the "demand" for a product and make more 
people willing to buy the product at a certain price. A few more examples of 
factors that can change the behavior of suppliers and consumers should help 
you gain more of an understanding of how price, supply, and demand are related. 

ample 1. Many summer resort owners suffer from a declining business during 
= winter months. This factor can change the market behavior of the owners, 
and they may be willing to sacrifice some of their profit in an attempt to . 
draw more business in the off-season. Thus the prices are likely to be 
lower at such a resort during the winter months. The off-season changes 
the behavior of the supplier and makes him willing to sell his services at 
a lower price. 

Example 2, You may remember the clamor that arose when the Food and Drug 
Administration announced that cyclamates, an ingredient used widely in low- 
calorie soft drinks, could be dangerous to health. This factor changed the 
behavior of both the suppliers and the consumers. Suppliers wanted to get 
rid of their stock quickly, and so were willing to sell more of it at consid- 
erably lower than normal prices. Consumers were afraid to use the drinks, 
and this reduced the demand drastically. Those who were willing to buy would 
do so only at a very low price. The combination of these reactions forced 
the price of the drinks way down, and they were available for a fraction of se 
their original worth. <Z 



E. Advertising 

Advertising stimulates the demand for products and aids the consumer in 
selecting the goods and services he will purchase. The most important question 

considered by a manufacturer when he thinks about advertising is "How can 
I reach the largest number of people who might buy my product with the money 
I have to spend?", 

There are many advertising media: television, radio, newspapers, 

magazines, billboards, display materials, direct mail with free samples, etc., 
and the manufacturer must choose the ones that are the most appropriate for 

his product. 

It is especially important that an advertisement reach the part of the 

population who might buy the product. For example, it would be silly for 

the manufacturers of heavy farm machinery to advertise in Ladies' Home Journal, 
or for the manufacturers of Revlon cosmetics to advertise in Sports Illustrated. 

It is unlikely that readers of the Ladies Home Journal would have occasion 

to buy farm machinery, or that many readers of Sports Illustrated would be 

out shopping for cosmetics. Likewise, an insurance company would not advertise 

on the Saturday morning cartoons, and the makers of a dishwashing liquid 

would not sponsor the NFL game of the week. Cartoons are usually sponsored 
by toy manufacturers or breakfast cereals and the football game of the week 

by manufacturers of cigars, beer, shirts, or other products used largely by 

the men who make up the majority of the viewers. 

Market Segmentation 

This division of the total consumer market into specialized groups according 

to needs, tastes, interests, and attitudes is called market segmentation. Of 

course, there are many ways to segment a total market. Some of these are age 

groups, racial groups, education, geography and earning power. Can you think 

of others? Advertisers take advantage of this market segmentation in order to 

reach the largest number of prospects for their particular product. 

Advertising Costs 

The basic aim with respect to cost in advertising is to reach the largest 
number of potential buyers at the lowest possible cost per person. 

Prices charged for advertising are based largely on two factors: 1) the 

number of people reached, and 2) the amount of space (in a newspaper or 
magazine) or time (TV or radio) which is purchased. Time on national TV is 
more expensive than time on local TV because more viewers are reached. However, 
if the actual cost per viewer reached were figured, it would probably be about 
the same in both cases. 



Another factor that is important when TV advertising is used is the & 

time at which the ad appears. It is more expensive to advertise in the 

early evening, for example, than in the early morning because more viewers 

are watching at that time. 

To give you some idea of the cost of advertising on national TV, it 
= costs $150,000 to purchase an hour of prime time on the full NBC network of 
* over 200 stations. This amount buys time only, and does not pay for the 
5 talent and program production, which can cost anywhere from $100,000 to . 

$700,000. Because of these great expenses involved in TV advertising, 

broadcasting companies allow more than one company to sponsor a TV show. 

The schedule on the following page gives you an idea of how a big company 

like Proctor and Gamble might spend one million dollars for one week of 
prime television time. 
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MARKETING 

‘million bikes worth 

The bike boom 

rises to its 

Christmas best 
Bike sales, which have doubled in U.S. since 

1960, hit their peak now. Providing the push 

are those weird cycles the kids like so much 

Today’s bike boom began six years 
ago when two partners in a San 
Diego shop noticed kids were com- 
ing in to buy stray parts from which 
they put together their own cycles. 
So many of them were riding these 
creations that the partners, Gene 
Randel and Marion Moore, put a 
few together for sale during the 
Christmas season. 

Schwinn Bicycle Co. of Chicago 
got wind of it and sent their chief 
engineer to check it out. With 20-in. 
wheels (as opposed to the usual 
24-in. to 28-in.), a frame the size of 
a child’s sidewalk bike, and high- 
rise handlebars, the bikes rode low 
to the ground and were highly ma- 
neuverable. In early 1963, Al Fritz, 
Schwinn’s_ vice-president for  re- 
search and development, asked the 
engineering department to improve 
one of the bikes, then bet company 
President Frank Schwinn he could 
sell 5,000 of them by the end of the 
year. He won the bet handily. By 
December, 47,000 kids were stunt- 
riding on Schwinn Stingrays. 

Snowballing sales. Randel and 
Moore got no special reward from 
Bchatna but like the rest of the bike 
industry they have since been riding 
high on a sales boom. The industry 
will sell 7.5-million units worth $425- 
million this year, with a healthy 
assist from Christmas sales, when 
30% of all bikes are sold. Next Tues- 
day night, 2-million parents will 
wheel bikes out of garages and base- 
ments and place them by the tree. 

This year’s sales will top the rec- 
ord set in 1967, when more than 6- 

$350-million 
retail were sold. That’s a far cry 
from the start of the 1960s when the 
industry settled for unit sales of just 
over 3-million, a third of them im- 
ports. The 1968 total includes tan- 
dems, bikes that fold, and even uni- 

Business Week December 21, 1968 

‘High riser’ models have put new life into bike-making, 
now account for a wide majority of sales. 

cycles, but the vehicles patterned 
after the original West Coast misfits 
make up the lion’s share. 

“Almost 75% of our sales now are 
in the high-rise models,” says Ste- 
phen Berkowitz, sales manager of 
Stelber Cycle Corp. of Brooklyn, 
N.Y. Stelber will sell $7.6-million 
worth of bikes this year and looks 
for $9-million in 1969. “High-rise” is 
the industry term used for the new 
bikes, which carry colorful and often 
frightening names, such as Stingray 
(Schwinn), Avenger (American Ma- 
chine & Foundry Co.), and Elimina- 
tor (Murray Ohio Mfg. Co.). 

Elements of success. Handlebar 
and other design changes alone 
didn’t make the bike boom. Other 
innovations include restyling of mod- 
els each year and beefed-up distribu- 
tion and promotion. Prices have been 
jacked up. And the new bikes are 
right in step with the psychedelic 
craze that has captivated today’s 
youth: In addition to their freakish 
lines, they come in colors advertised 
as Flamboyant Deep Plum, Flam- 
boyant Avocado, and the like. 

Other new features include five- 
way stick shifts and slick racing tires 
that sport a red stripe. And then 
there are elongated frames for a 
stretched “drag racer” look, and a 
variety of other gadgets such as a 
steering wheel that replaces handle- 
bars and Westinghouse Electric 
Corp.'s transistor radio-headlight. 

To top it off, there has been the 
physical fitness kick of recent years, 
with medical men telling adults that 
the perfect exercise for a healthy 
heart is cycling. 3 

The bike makers 

Schwinn, of course, hasn’t been 
the only one to benefit. But the com- 
pany and Murray Ohio (based in 

Nashville, Tenn.) together share 
about 35% of the domestic market 
and vie for the No. 1 spot. Schwinn 
is the largest producer of bikes 
bearing a single brand, industry in- 
siders say, but Murray Ohio leads 
in unit sales, turning out bikes for 
Sears, Roebuck & Co., J.C. Penney 
Co., Western Auto Supply Co., Gam- 
ble-Skogmo, Inc., and others. 

Stelber is one of a group of 
smaller bike makers. Others ranking 
near it are D. P. Harris Hardware & 
Mfg. Co. and Chain Bike Corp., both 
of New York. Together, they battle 
for less than 10% of the market. 
Grouped between the giants and the 
smaller companies are the AMF 
Cycle Div. in Little Rock, Ark.; Co- 
lumbia Mfg. Co., Westfield, Mass.; 
and Huffman Mfg. Co., Dayton, 
Ohio. Like Murray Ohio, which puts 
its own name on only 20% of its out- 
put, Huffman is a major maker of 
private-label bikes. Its Huffy brand 
went on only 60% of the $31-million 
worth of bikes it will sell this year. 

Bucking imports. In spite of in- 
dustry agitation for increased pro- 
tection from overseas, imports—pri- 
marily from Japan but also from 
Germany and Britain—now get just 
under 20% of sales and “are on the 
uptrend,” says John Sudlow, Huff- 
man vice-president for sales. Most 
U.S. bike makers, as a matter of 
fact, have at least one foreign make 
in their sales lines. AMF, for example, 
imports lightweight models from 
Raleigh Industries, Ltd., of Britain. 
When the entire U.S. industry 

followed Schwinn into high-rise - 
styles a few years ago, it caught 
the overseas makers off guard. They 
continued turning out the _ light- 
weight “English racer” styles and 
the rugged, heavy models that were 
so popular 30 years ago. (Colum- 
bia Mfg. makes a sturdy coaster ~ 
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Reprinted with permission. 

Radio-headlight is optional but shift 
and elongated seat with psychedelic 
design are standard on this bicycle. 

bike today, but calls it the Newsboy 
Special.) 

But with the foreign producers 
now selling high-risers, “our only 
hope is to keep innovating,” says 
one marketing man. 
“We can't beat them on price,” 

he says. “They can always sell their - 
bikes $8 or $9 cheaper. So we have 
to dream up things the kids want.” 

Ads and promotion 

With plenty of new things other 
than the “smooth ride” and “rugged 
good looks” of yesteryear, the bike 
companies are emphasizing promo- 
tion. Schwinn, the leading adver- 
tiser, puts 70% of its annual half- 
million-dollar budget into CBS-TVv’s 
Captain Kangaroo and Boy’s Life 
magazine. The rest goes into media 
targeted for adults—Sports Illus-- 
trated, Today’s Health, and skiing 
magazines, where cycling is touted 
as a good way to build up the legs. 
Comic books, which in the 1940s 

were incomplete without a Schwinn 
ad on the inside back cover, have 
fallen from grace, although Stelber 
plans a campaign in them next year 
for its new high-risers with spoke- 
less wheels. Instead, most manufac- 
turers advertise in Parents’ Maga- 
zine. Huffman uses Life. And Boy’s 
Life is favored by Sears, Roebuck, 
by Raleigh, which has a U.S. sales 
organization, and by Schwinn. 

Boy's Life’s publisher, Oliver 
Johnson, says the magazine carries 
more bike ads than any other mag- 
azine, $110,000 worth last year and 
$176,000 this year; he estimates the 
figure will rise to $200,000 in 1969. 

The increased effort in styling and 
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Folding feature is popular with 
apartment dwellers, Japan, Germany, 
and Holland export many of them. 

advertising is paying off in a sales 
hike that in many instances has 
led to a single teenage boy owning 
three bikes at one time—the side- 
walk model with training wheels 
that he learned to ride on, a more 
expensive intermediate bike, and a 
flashy late model that can cost as 
much as $89.95. That’s the price 
of a red sports model Schwinn calls 
the Apple Krate. The same bike in 
orange, of course, is the Orange 

‘Krate. In yellow, it becomes a 
Lemon Peeler, and next year when 
it comes out in green it will be a 
Pea Picker. Like Detroit with its 
Mustangs, Chargers, and Corvettes, 
the bike makers know today’s kids 
want bicycles with personality. 

Old bikes seldom are passed on to 
younger children these days, notes 
Columbia Mfg. President Norman 
A. Clarke, even if dad has to shell 
out a considerable sum for a new 
one. But he adds that the average 
bike today—at about $45—costs less 
than many in the original Sears, Roe- 
buck catalogue. 

Service and quality control 

As bikes have become more so- 
phisticated, the problem of service 
has caused concern among U.S. 
manufacturers. There’s also concern 
among buyers of import models who 
subsequently learn that the friendly 
neighborhood bike shop can’t supply 
a metric-thread screw for a simple 
repair job. Bicycle gears for shift 
models, in particular, are trouble- 
some, and many a youngster has 
found that loss of one gear on a five- 
gear model doesn’t mean he has four 

- more to ride on. 

Copyright 1968 by BUSINESS WEEK, December 21, 1968. 
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Steering wheel hike is expected to be 
second most popular style in 1969, 
right behind the cycle with gearshift. 

Some dealers—such as National In- 
dependent Distributors Associates, 
Inc., and Cycle Circus in the New 
York City suburbs—think they can 
lick the service problem with a 
coast-to-coast retail chain. 

Manufacturers are more often 
stocking their dealerships with re- 
placement parts. “But,” says Stel- 
bers Berkowitz, “it’s expensive to 
set up these service centers, and you 
can't do it in every market.” Quality 
control is tricky, too, since almost 
every manufacturer relies on numer- 
ous suppliers—perhaps Schwinn or 
an overseas company for the three- 
speed or five-speed gear mechanism, 
Bendix Corp. or Murray Ohio for 
brakes, and Uniroyal, Inc., or Good- 
year Tire & Rubber Co. for tires. 

Adult market. What with all the 
extra bikes being used, a traffic prob- 
lem could result. Through promotion 
efforts of Bicycle Institute of Amer- 
ica, Inc., and individual companies, 
more than 6,000-mi. of bike paths 
have opened in city parks during the 
past four years. Speeding down them 
have been hordes of adult cyclists, 
such as Dr. Paul Dudley White, the 
eminent heart specialist, and New 
York Mayor John V. Lindsay. : 

“In 1960,” says Ray Burch, 
Schwinn’s vice-president for market- 
ing, “about 5% of our sales were 
adult models; today it’s 20%.” He 
and others look to the grown-u 
market as a major source of spate 
in the future. Surveys show that 92%. 
of boys and 87% of girls have owned 
at least one bike by the time they 
are 12. But industry sources contend 
that 80-million adults could be pedal- 
ling to shopping centers, to work, or 
simply for kicks. End 

Business Week December 21, 1968 
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Il. SUGGESTED EXERCISES 

Check Your Understanding: A. Introduction; B. Marketing, Free Enterprise 

: and Competition. 

1. List ten products you have used in the past week for which you are a 

consumer. 

List ten services you have used in the past week for which you are a 

consumer. 

2. For each preduat or service below, list three businesses in your community 
who compete to sell it to you. 

a) automobile gasoline 

b) tennis shoes 
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d) fabric yardage 

e) a box of cookies 

f) a ball point pen 

g) dry cleaning 

3. For each 

6 
for your purchase. 

a) 

product or service below, list at least two brands which compete 

frozen beans 

(Example: Green Giant, 

| Birdseye) 
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Check Your Understanding: C. Production and Consumption 

1. Demands for some products are automatically created by the production 
and sales of other products. For example, the purchase of a new car 
will in turn lead to the purchase of products and services such as gas, 

oil, auto accessories, car wash service, maintenance services, tires, 

etc. For each item below, list several products and services which 
might be purchased in connection with that item. 

Item Related Purchases 

° a) skis 

b) typewriter 

c) dog 

d) coat 

e) sewing machine 

f) camera 

2. List some inventions that have created more leisure time for you and 

your family. 
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Check Your Understanding: D. Pricing a Product: Supply and Demand 

During late summer, many people buy large quantities of fresh peaches 

and can them at home. Manufacturers of canned peaches also get their 
crops at this time. How would these factors affect the behavior of 

the consumer and the supplier of canned peaches? What should happen 
to the price of canned peaches? 

All the recent attention to environmental problems has made more and 
more people conscious of problem packaging, such as the "no deposit- 
no return" bottle. How would you expect this factor to affect the 
behavior of the consumer and the supplier with respect to such con- 
tainers? What should happen to the price of goods packaged in 
containers such as "no deposit-no return" bottles? 

Suppose that floods damaged a good part of the wheat crops one season, 

and that commercial bakeries have a hard time getting wheat for their 

whole wheat bread. How would these factors affect the behavior of 
the consumer and the supplier of whole wheat bread? What should 
happen to the price of whole wheat bread? 

19 





Table for Question 2. 

Reasons for advertising in 
. Product Magazine particular magazine 

(Example: Seventeen Teenage girls read magazine and 
Cover Girl buy makeup of reasonable price. 
Makeup) 

ie 

Bs 

Se 

4, 

ay 

. 3. You practically never see advertisements for such articles as pencils, 
erasers, paper clips, combs, nails, bolts, etc. Why do you think 

eo ; manufacturers don't advertise these products on TV or in magazines. 
What type of advertising do they rely on? 

as 
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itl. SUGGESTED PROJECTS 

ge Have students make a study of the ways in which two food stores in 

your community compete. They should study the advertisements placed 

in newspapers by the stores, interview customers, and visit the stores. 

They should compare prices (specials, everyday prices, etc.), customer 

services (check-cashing policies, carry-out, credit, etc.), convenience 

(location, parking facilities, store facilities, stock, store layout, 

etc.), and personnel (efficiency, friendliness, speed, etc.). Students 

should write up a complete analysis of the competition. 

Have two groups of students actually set up and operate two competing 

businesses. These businesses could sell products such as second-hand 

books, or arts and crafts done by members of the school community, or 

they could sell services such as computer dating service, odd jobs 

service, or car washing service. The students should dream up the 

name for their business, engage in competitive advertising, devise 

attractive customer services, etc., and then make a written analysis 

of the competition. 

Take a tour of a factory in your area. Have students note everything 

which contributes to the cost of the finished product. Follow up 

with a careful analysis of costs to determine whether the retail 

prices are fair. 

Have students investigate the laws which protect consumers, and the 
problems consumers have today. Have them contact your state's consumer 
protection agency and learn more about the measures that are being 

taken to further protect the consumer and about what consumers can do 

to help insure fair treatment by manufacturers and retailers. 

Have students get a copy of a Sears or Montgomery Ward catalog from the 

early 1900's and one for 1971. Have them study the catalogs to determine 

how the consumer market has changed by noting products available then 

which have disappeared from the market, and products available now 

which were not in existence then. Have students compare prices and 
relative money value to which products have actually increased in 

price, and which have decreased. 

22 
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IV. THE MARKET MODEL 

A. Demand curve 

For company 1, the demand curve (without advertisement) is described 
by the equation: 

ee 
Di = Pt (1) 

For company 2, it is described by: 

a 
Do ee Pym (2) 

Demand 

25000 

Figure l. 

In these equations, D, and Dj represent the demand for the product sold 
by company 1 and company 2, respectively. Pj, and Pp represent the respective 

prices set by the companies. n is a constant which determines the "steepness" 
of the demand curve (see Figure 1); in this program n=2. A is a constant 

such that the point (50, 25000) is always on the demand curve, no matter what 

value is taken for n. Thus 25000=A/50", or A=25000x50", The total number 
of units sold is D=D)+Do). 

B. Effects of advertisement and price differentiation 

At a given price, each company sells the number of units given by Dj, and 

Do in equations (1) and (2) above, plus another number of units, whose sales 
are attributed to advertising. If the prices set by the two companies are 
significantly different (see section on price differentiation below), some 

customers will switch from the higher-priced product to the lower-priced one. 

Thus the total demand for each company's product is given by the equation: 

TD; = Dina + AD; a ha ADi spd (3) 
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where 

© | 

TD; = total demand for company i (i=1 or i=2) 

D; ,q = demand for company i product, with no advertising 

AD; a = amount of change in demand for company i product 
due to advertising 

AD; pd = amount of change in demand for company i product 

due to price differentiation 
‘ 1 

: y 

i) Advertising 

Advertising enables the company to sell more units of its product at 
a given price. For each company, the number of these additional sales, 
or the amount of change in demand due to advertising, is given by the equa- 
tion: 

A a 
AD; , a7 ee— i be (a) +a2)k) 2k, 

Pi”) ajtas (4) 

where A, P, and n are the same as in equations (1) and (2); a; and ay repre- 
sent the sdvertieias budgets of companies 1 and 2 respectively; and k and 
ky, are arbitrary constants. In this program k,=1.5; thus, the net effect 
of advertising on the sales of a given company ” seconds on: 

1) the total advertising budget of both companies, and _ 

2) the portion of the total advertising budget spent 
by that company. 

Notice that if one company changes its advertising budget, both AD) ,a 
and AD» ,a Will change. 

The maximum effect of advertisement would be to increase the demand for 
each company by a factor of 2k,. However, this maximum can only be reached 
with a very large advertising budget (theoretically, the budget would have 
to be infinitely large), and operating at that level would not be optimal 
for the company. Of the potential increase in demand, a company gets only 
that fraction which is proportional to its share of the advertising. 

ii) Price differentiation 

In this model, the price of the more expensive product is used as a e 
standard each quarter. If the difference in price is less than or equal 
to 20% of the higher price, there is assumed to be no price differentiation. 
If the price difference is 40% (or more) of the higher price, the model 
assumes that 40% of the customers who would normally buy the expensive pro- 
duct will switch to the cheaper brand. If the price difference is between 
20% and 40%, a proportional number of customers will switch. These limits 
can be changed or the effect of price differentiation eliminated (see Direc- 
tions for Altering the Market Model). 
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Thus, the change in demand for the higher-priced product (assume 

company 1 has the higher price) due to price differentiation can be 
described by the equation: 

AD) ,pd = -(@1i na + AD] a) x f (5) 

@ where 

AD1 \pd = change in demand due to price differentiation 

> for company l. 

Di »na = demand for company 1 product, with no 
advertising. 

AD; , = change in demand for company 1 product due to 
: advertising. 

f = fraction of the customer population who will 

switch to the lower-priced products. 

In this equation, assuming that company 1 had the higher-priced product, 

f= 0 top eiee S Gs 
P} ~ 

£ wO& far MA ee ee 

_ ,[P)-P P,-P Ae Se - .4 for 0.2 < = = 6.4 = ae 

The relationship between f and the price differentiation is shown graphically 
in Figure 2. 

maximum difference 

Price Differentiation 

Figure 2. 
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The change in demand for the lower-priced product (in this case, company 2) 

can be described by the equation: 

AD2 spd = -ADj spd (6) 

where 

AD2 pd = change in demand for company 2 (lower-priced) 
product due to price differentiation. 

AD, change in demand for company 1 (higher-priced) d 
- product due to price differentiation. 

C. Other Considerations in the Program 

1. If the demand for the product turns out to be larger than the total 

of production level and inventory (as of the beginning of a quarter), the 
company will sell out its stock. Additional units that could have been 
sold are not picked up by the other company. 

2. An inventory charge (at the rate of 5% per quarter) is made for stock 

on hand at the end of a quarter. This penalizes a company for overproduction, 

and the charge is made against "cash on hand". 

3. It is possible to have a negative value for cash on hand, if there is 

sufficient inventory to make total assets (cash plus inventory, at cost) 
positive. However, a company will be charged 5% per quarter for having 

negative cash on hand at the end of a quarter. 

4. If identical decisions are made by both companies, they will both perform 

identically, as if without competition; in this case, the game can be used 

to study the competition-free market and company operation. 

5. Without competition, the most profitable operating price is . 

_ nVy 

n-1 

where n is the exponent of equation 1; and V is the variable cost. 
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V. DIRECTIONS FOR ALTERING THE MARKET MODEL 

The model which underlies MARKET can be altered by changing the values 
of variables within the model. Each value which has been fixed in the 

model is stored in a Separate data line of the program. To change any of 

these values, you simply replace the original value with your new value. 

This can be done by temporarily changing the appropriate line in the pro- 
gram. For example, in the MARKET program, the total number of units 

Ss . sold by both companies (in thousands) at a price of $50/unit is represented 
by the symbol Ky. The value for Ko is presently set at 50, and this value 
is stored in line 915 of the program. If you wanted to change the value 

. of Ko to 40, you would temporarily replace line 915 by a new line 915 which 
sets the value of Ko at 40. To change line 915 in this way, you would 

call up the MARKET program and then type: 

915 DATA 40 

This procedure will tell the computer to temporarily take out the old 
line 915, and insert the new line 915. The program will then run with 
this new value. However, once you have stopped using the MARKET program 

the computer will discard your new entries and revert to its original 
Status. The next time you call up the program, it will have the value for 
Ko set back at 50. In other words, you can only change the value for K» 
temporarily. 

The table on the next page lists the variables which have values that 
can be altered, the number of the line in which their present value is stored, 
the current value assigned to the variable, and comments relative to changing 
Lt. 
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Line Intrinsic Assigned 

Number Value Value Meaning and Comments 

915 Ko 50 Ky = total number of units sold by both 
companies (in thousands) at a price of 
$50/unit. This value determines the basic 

demand curve (no advertisement). 

920 N 2 N is the exponent in equations 1 and 2. It 
determines the steepness of the demand curve, 

and should be increased to make the demand 

more sensitive to price changes. N should 
not be set equal to 1, since then the price 
would have to be infinitely large at the 
optimum operating point. 

925 K 0.001 K is the constant used in equation 4. It 
| determines how fast advertisement will reach 

its maximum effect. 

930 K3 0.05 K3 is the quarterly rate of charge (in decimal 
form) on negative cash on hand. 

935. Ctis; 5000, C(1) is the initial cash on hand (quarter 0) 

C(2) 5000 for company 1. C(2) is the initial cash on 
hand (quarter 0) for company 2. 

940 LCL), 100, I(1) is the number of units in the initial 
I (2) 100 inventory (in thousands) for company 1. I(2) 

is the number of units in the initial inventory 
(in thousands) for company 2. 

945 F 250 F is the amount of the fixed costs per quarter, 
in thousands of dollars. * 

950 U 20 U is the variable cost per unit produced, 
in dollars. 

955 R 0.05 R is the quarterly rate of charge (in decimal 
| form) on inventory (evaluated at variable 

cost). : 

960 Gl, G2, 0.2, 0,4, Gl, G2, and G3 are constants used for price 
G3. 0.4 differentiation as follows: 

Gl is the percent difference (in decimal form) 
below which there is no price differentiation. 

G2 is the percent difference (in decimal form) . 
at which there is maximum price differentiation. . . 

G3 is the percentage (in decimal form) of 
customers who will shift to the cheaper product e 
when the price differentiation is at a maximum. 

(See notes on price differentiation.) 

965 M) 12,000 M,; represents the value of the total assets 
(in thousands of dollars) at which a company 
is declared a winner and the game is terminated. 

970 Ky he K, is a constant which depicts the maximum 
advertising swing (see notes on advertising). 
To increase the effect of advertising, increase aa 

the value of Ki; to decrease the effect, & 
decrease K,- 
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VI. PROGRAM LISTING 

REM MARKET - SIMULATION OF MARKET COMPETITION RBETWEFN @ COMPANIES 

REM DEVELOPED BY Se FINKELSTEINs Je MCGRATHs Ie STAWs De SORIN 

REM ALSO DEVELOPED BY De KLASSEN = PROGRAMMED RY De SOBIN 

. REM LATEST REVISION 6-29-72 

REM COPYRIGHT 1972 = STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 

DEFFNRCX)=eAL*XINTCIGD*X+-5) 

DIMCC2)5 162)59TC2)sAC2IsL62)5D62)s P6292 VC2)5 N02) s ROA) ECS) 

PRINT'DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONSCTYPE 1 FOR YESs @9 FOR NOD"S 

INPUTH 

READ K2sNe Ks K3eCC1)sCC2IsIClIsIC2IoFsUsRsG15G2sG3sM15,K4 

LETQ=@ 

PRINT 

TFH=ATHEN2ZAS 

PRINT'MARKET SIMULATES THE COMPETITION RETWEEN TWO COMPANIES" 

PRINT'SELLING A PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATED BY BRAND ADVERTISING." 

PRINT'THE QUANTITY FACH COMPANY SELLS IS DEPENDENT UPON PRICE" 

PRINT"AND ADVERTISING RUDGETe THE GAME ENDS WHEN ONF "™ 

PRINT'COMPANY GOES BANKRUPT OR REACHES ''s e-AB1*M15"* MILLION IN" 

PRINT'TOTAL ASSETSe" 

PRINT 

PRINT'ARE YOU BEGINNING THE GAME OR CONTINUING" 

PRINT'CTYPE 1 FOR BEGINNINGs 2 FOR CONTINUING)" 

INPUTA 

PRINT 

IFA=1THEN279 

FOR J=1TO2 

PRINT'COMPANY “JS"ENTER PREVIOUS CASH ON HANDsPREVIOUS INVENTORY'S 

INRPUTCC Js I CJ) | 

PRINT 

NEXT J 

PRINT'ENTER VARTARLE PRODUCTION COST''s 

INPUTU 

PRINT'ENTEP QUARTER NUMBERS 

INPUTO 

PRINT 

PRINT*'FIXED PRODUCTION COST=8"3 F*194%3"*7 QUARTER" 

PRINT'V4SRIARBRLE PRODUCTION COST=8"'3 Us "/UNIT" 

PRINT'WITH NO ADVERTISING AND A SELLING PRICE OF S5S4/UNIT" 

PRINT'A COMPANY WILL SELL "sK2*5043" UNITS CPRINTED AS "3 «as2a5")" 

PRINT'WARFHOUSE CHARGE FOR INVENTORY="R*¥1403"' PER CENT* 

PRINT'INTEREST CHARGE ON BORROWED MONEY="K341495"" PER CENT" 

PRINT 

PRINT 

RANDOMIZE 

PRINT 

PRINT | 

PRINT'UNITS AND DOLLARS BELOW ARE IN THOUSANDS '" 

RINT 

PRINT 

FORJ=1T0O5 

LETEC J)=4 

NEXTJ 

A LETP4=9 

, GOSUR875 
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379 
375 
380 
385 
399 
395: 
AAD 
445 

ALG 
415 
429 
425 
430 
435 
A4A 

445 
453 
455 
46% 

A65 
AT9 
A475 
A484 
485 

499 

A495 
999 
535 
519 

ok Re 
528 
320 
939 
5335 
549 

S45 
559 
Jo 
569 
565 
379 
312 
989 
985 
290 

330 
69GB 
695 
614 
615 
629 
625 
639 
635 
649 
645 
659 

655 

FORJ=1T02 
LETWC(J)=4. 
LETD(J)=9 
LETTCJ)=9 a 
LETBCJ)=UeKICIIFC CU) . ® 

GOSUR9GS ad 
NEXTJ 
PRINT 
LETO=Q+1 
GOSUB196G 
GOSUR675 
GOSUB865 
REM COMPUTE DEMAND 
FORJ=1TO2 
LETDCJ)S€1-E05) 0 5% CK242*U CDI *DII/SC PCJ) S59) tN 
NEXTJ 
GOSUB1999 
FORJ=1T0O2 
IFD(J)>1 CJ) THENATS 
LETTCJ)=DtJ) 
GOT0439 
LETTCJ)=I¢J) 
LETTCJ=INTC(TCJ)? 
LETCCJ=CC UF TCI) *P CS) 
LETICJ)=I1CJ)-TCJ) 
NEXT 
FORJ=1T02 
LETC C(J=CCJ)-R*¥I CJ) *U-K3*C (J) * CSGN CCC J) = SGNCCOJ) 922972 
LETCCJ=INT(CCJ)) 
IFEC5)=ATHENS 33 
LETWCJ)=0 
GOTO549 
IFTC1)+TC2)=OTHENS529 
LETWCJI=INTCIGIAD*KTCID/CTC1)I+TC29))/18G 
NEXTJ 
FORJ=1T02 
GOSUB9B9 
LETBC(J)=CC J) #+UKI CJ) 
IFB(J)>ATHENS89 
PRINT | 
GOSUB975 
PRINT 
IFBCJ)<M1 THEN629 
IFB(CJ)<=C(3-J)4+U*1I €3-J) THEN629 | : -] 
LETP4=17 7 
PRINT | 
PRINTTABC 1A) 3 oR RK RK RRR REN » 
PRINT™COMPANY "3 Js" YOU HAVE REACHED 'e@H1*M15" MILLION AND WON" 
PRINTTABC14) 5 8k KKK KKK KKK KKK KK 

PRINT 
NEXTJ 
PRINT 
1FP4<>17THEN419 
PRINT. = 
PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAINCTYPE 1 FOR YES» @ FOR NOD"3 - 
INPUTH | = 
1 FH=O0 THEN679 
RESTORE 



669 PRINT 
665 GOTO135 
670 STOP 
675 PRINT 
684 FORJ=1TO2 
685 PRINT 
690 PRINT 
695 PRINT"COMPANY "3¥J 
79% IFE(2)<>1THEN715 
735 PRINT"NO PRODUCTION POSSIBLE DUE TO STRIKE" 
719 GOTO73 

| 715 PRINT"PRODUCTION LEVEL" 
* 720 INPUTLCJ) 

725 IFL¢J)<@THENT7T15 
: 730 PRINT"ADVERTISING BUDGET" 
®@ 735 1nputac) 

74% IFACJ)<OTHENT 30 
745 LETC(J)=C(J)-F=LOJ) #U-ACJ) 
750 IFEC2)=1THEN769 
755 LETICJ)S1CJ) +L OJ) 
763 PRINT"UNIT PRICE'S 
765 INPUTA 
770 IFEC1)<>1THENBOG 
775 IFA<=P (J) THENB99 
780 PRINT 
785 PRINT"YOU MAY NOT RAISE PRICES DURING THR WAGE-PRICE FREEZE" 
798 PRINT 
795 GOTO769 
809 LETPCJ)=A 
805 1FA>200THENT769 
819 IFP(J)<=GTHEN769 
815 NEXTJ 
820 LETA2=AC1)+AC2) 
825 IFA2>OTHENBAS 
839 LETVC1)=9 
835 LETVC2)=0 
849 GOTO855 
845 LETVC1)=AC1)/02 
859 LETV(2)=4¢2)/A2 
855 LETD1=(K2-K2xEXP (-K*A2) *KA 
864 RETURN 
865 PRINT 

| 870 PRINT 
@ 875 PRINT"QUARTER "3 

889 PRINT | 
@ 885 PRINT"PROFIT MARKET SHORE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD "3 

890 PRINT"INVENTORY ASSETS" 
895 RETURN 
900 PRINTU*I (J)+CCJ)-BCJ)$ TARC9)$ WOJ)$ TABC2393CCJ) 3 TARC37)3 
905 PRINTT(J)$ TAR(59)31¢65)$ TABC61 3 UKTI CI 406) 
919 RETURN 
915 DATASA 
920 DATA2 
925 DATA.9491 
934 DATA.@5 
935 DATA5G00. 5000 
949 DATA1995199 
945 DATA254 
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958 DATA2G 
955 DATAe@5 
966 DATAe2s e4ae4 | : 

~ 965 DATA12009 = | * 

97% DATA1.-5 | -— 

—9T5 PRINTTABCT ) 5 "oe te RK RK KEN 
989 PRINT''COMPANY "Js" YOU HAVE GONE BANKRUPT" 

985 PRINTTABC7 D5 88 RK KK KKK KKK RK KK 

(998 
995 
1809 
1885 
1810 
1015 
1929 

1925 
1930 
1935 
1946 
1945 
1056 
1955 
1960 
1065 
1970 
1875 
1980 

1985 
1990 
1495 
1199 

1105 
1119 

1215 
11290 
1125 
1139 

1135 
1149 
1145 
1154 
1155 
1169 
1165 
1179 
1175 
1189 

1185 
1199 
1195 
1209 

- 1205 
(1219 
1215 

1226 
- 1225 
1230 

LETP4=17 
RETURN 
IFP(€1)3<PC2)THEN19015 
LETM=2 

GOTO1629 
LETM=1 
LETG4=(PC3-M)-P(M))/PC3-M) 
IFG4<=G1 THEN1@55 
IFG4<G2THEN1I 944 
LETG4=G2 
LETGS5=D(3-M) *((G4-G19/(G2-G1))*G3 
LETDC3-M)=DC3-M)-G5 
LETD(M)=DC(M)+G5 

RETURN 
IFQ<6THEN1 239 
IFRND(1)<e1THEN1G99 
IFRND(1)<«1THENI115 
IFRND(1)<e1THEN1165 
IFRND(1)<+.1THEN1299 
GOT01232 
IFEC1)>9THEN1970 
GOSUB1399 
LETE(1)=1 
LETQ1=0 
GOTO1979 
LETI=INTCRND(1)41-5) 
IFQ-W2<=2THENIA75 
IFC(1)<OTHEN1075 
IFC(1)>299THEN1145 
LETCC1)=075*CCI) 
GOTOIISe. 
LETC(1)=CCI)-290 
GOSUB1325 
LETW2=0 
GOTO1975 
LETJ=INTCRND(1)41-5) 
IFOQ-W3<=2THEN1089 
GOSUB135¢ | 
LETC(J)=CC J) 4U*I CJ *075 
LETICJ)=9 
LETW3=Q 
GOTO1980 
IFEC1)=1THEN1230 
IFQ-W4<=2THEN1230 
LETW4=Q 
GOSUR1375 
LETE(5)=1 
LETQ2=0 
IFINTC(Q-1)/4)*4<>Q=1THEN1 425 
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1235 
1249 
£249 
1259 
LeoD 
1269 
1265 
1279 
tears 
128% 
1285 
1299 
1295 
1399 
1345 

1319 
1315 
1329 
1325 
13395 
1335 
134% 
1345 
1359 
1355 
1363 
1365 
1379 
ed Be 
138% 

1385 
13998 
395 
1495 

1445 
1419 
1415 
1420 
1425 
1439 
1435 
1449 

1445 
1454 

1459 
1469 

1465 
1479 
1475 
14890 
1485 

1494 
1495 
1599 
1545 
1519 

IFQ=1THEN1 425 
IFEC1)=1LTHEN1 425 
IFRNDC1)>e¢25THEN1 289 
IFQ<6THEN1 289 
GOSUB1 406 
LETEC2)=1 

LETUSINTCU*C1e1l+e1*RNDC1))) 
LETQ3=0 
GOTO1425 

LETU=INTCU*C1-95+-e1*RNDC(1))) 
PRINT'NEW LABOR CONTRACT = VARIARLE PRODUCTION COST NOW="'s 
PRINT" .$°s Us" /UNIT" 
GOTO1 425 

PRINT'THE PRESIDENT HAS JUST IMPOSED A WAGE=-PRICE FREEZE ON THE" 

PRINT'ECONOMYs AND YOU MAY NOT RAISE THE PRICE OF YOUR PRODUCT" 
PRINT"OVER THE NEXT 2 QUARTERS." 
PRINT 

RETURN 
PRINT'COMPANY “$1I3"HAS BEEN THE VICTIM 
PRINT"VICE PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY. 

PRINTS ™3 CCT) 
PRINT 

RETURN 
PRINT COMPANY'S 

OF FMREZZLEMENT RY THE" 
YOUR CASH ON HAND IS NOW "3 

J3" HAS SUFFERED FIRE DAMAGE IN ITS WARFHOUSF" 
PRINT"ALL UNITS WERE DESTROYEDe YOUR INSURANCE WILL RFIMRURSE You? 
PRINT'IN THE AMOUNT OF S'S INTCUKIC.J)*e75)95"*FOR SAESE ONT TS" 
PRINT 

RETURN 
PRINT'A TRANSPORTATION STRIKE HAS OCCUREDs AND YOU ARF UNARLE TO" 
PRINT'MOVE YOUR GOODS TO THE DISTRIBUTORSe NEGOTIATIONS YHAYUR" 
PRINT™"BEGUNs RUT HOPE OF 4 SETTLEMFNT LOOKS DIM." 
PRINT 

RETUPN 
PRINT" THERE HAS REEN 4 STRIKF AND YOUR PRODUCTION HAS REFN? 
PRINT'HALTEDe NEGOTIATIONS HAVE BEEN STARTED, RUT HOPF OF 
PRINT'A SETTLEMENT LOOKS DIM." | 

PRINT 

RETURN 

IFEC1)<>1THEN14523 

IFO<01+2THEN1 459 

LETEC1)=2 

PRINT'THE WAGE-PRICE FREEZE HAS ENDED" 

PRINT 

IFEC5)<>1THEN1475 

IFO2=OTHEN1 475 

LETEC5)=0 

PRINT TRANSPORTATION STRIKE SETTLEDe 

PRINT 

IFEC2)<>1THENI545 

IFC 3=QTHENI545 

PRINT'STRIKE SETTLEDe- 

PRINT'NEW VARIABLE COST=S$"'s 

PRINT 

LETEC2)="% 

RETURN 

END 

NORMAL DELIVERIES RESUMED" 

NORMAL PRODUCTION RESUMED" 

3** /. UNIT DUE TO INCREASED WAGES" 
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VII. SAMPLE RUNS 

SAMPLE RUN 1 

NEW OR OLD--0LD 
OLD PROGRAM NAME--MARKET _ — 

READY — 

RUN 

DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONSC(TYPE 1 FOR YES» 0 FOR NOD? 1 

The MARKET program begins by 

asking the student if he needs 

instructions. Students using th 

program for the first few times 

will probably request that instruc- 

tions be printed. Students more 

familiar with MARKET will want to 

skip the instructions. 

MARKET SIMULATES THE COMPETITION BETWEEN TWO COMPANIES 
SELLING A PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATED BY BRAND ADVERTISINGe 
THE QUANTITY EACH COMPANY SELLS IS DEPENDENT UPON PRICE 
AND ADVERTISING BUDGETe THE GAME ENDS WHEN ONE 
COMPANY GOES BANKRUPT OR REACHES i2 MILLION IN 
TOTAL ASSETS« This option allows you to enter 

ARE YOU BEGINNING THE GAME OR CONTINUING ee ee 
; | 7 | s desire. In this case, the prc ) 

CTYPE 1 FOR BEGINNING, 2 FOR CONTINUING)? 1 gram will start at the beginning, 

i.e., Quarter 0. See Sample Run 2 

for an example of the continue 

option. 

FIXED PRODUCTION COST#$ 250000 / QUARTER 

VARIABLE PRODUCTION COST=$ 20 /UNIT 
WITH NO ADVERTISING AND A SELLING PRICE OF $5O/UNIT 
A COMPANY WILL SELL 25000 UNITS (PRINTED AS 25 ) 

WAREHOUSE CHARGE FOR INVENTORY= 5 PER CENT 

INTEREST CHARGE ON BORROWED MONEY= S PER CENT 
At this point the computer prints 

out the values for all of the 

variables at the start of this i 

* 
UNITS AND DOLLARS BELOW ARE IN THOUSANDS 

QUARTER 0O 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 

0 0 5000 0 100 7000 

0 0 5000 0 100 7000 

a 
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COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 25 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 | 
UNIT PRICE? 50 Both companies input their deci- 

sions regarding Production Level, 

Advertising Budget, and Unit 
COMPANY 2 Price that are in effect for 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 25 Quarter l. 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 | 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

QUARTER 1 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
400 50 5400 25 100. 7400 
400 SO 5400 25 100 7400 

COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 0O 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

COMPANY 2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 0 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

QUARTER 2 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
425 S50 6325 25 75 7825 

| 425 50 6325 25 7S 7825 

= 
COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 10 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 500 
UNIT PRICE? 55 

COMPANY 2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 10 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 
UNIT PRICE? 50 | 
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QUARTER 3 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
785 64.28 7810 45 40 8610 
440 35671 1065 25 60 8265 

2 

COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 45 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 500 
UNIT PRICE? 35 

COMPANY 2 
“ PRODUCTION LEVEL? 25 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

QUARTER 4 
& 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
641 50 061 8371 al 44 9251 s 
605 49 «38 79 70 40 45 8870 \ 

NEW LABOR CONTRACT = VARIABLE PRODUCTION COST NOW= $ 21 /UNIT 

Every 4th Quarter a new labor 
contract is negotiated. If 

negotiations are successful, 
production continues, but 

Variable Production Cost 

increases for both companies. 

If a settlement is not reached, 

a strike occurs and production 
stops. : 

COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 400 
UNIT PRICE? 53. 

COMPANY 2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 350 
UNIT PRICE? SO See Quarters 8 and 9 for an 

example of a strike — - 
and subsequent settlement. 

QUARTER 5 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
660 45 08 9008 41 43 9911 
647 51-19 6635 43 42 9517 
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COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40. 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 55 

COMPANY @2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 45 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 370 
UNIT PRICE? 53 

e QUARTER §& 

4 PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
| 357 45094 10186 34 46 11152 

604 54-05 10261 AO 53. 11374 
i = 

THERE HAS BEEN A STRIKE AND YOUR PRODUCTION HAS BEEN 
HALTEDe NEGOTIATIONS HAVE BEEN STARTEDs BUT HOPE OF 
A SETTLEMENT LOOKS DIM. 4 F 

COMPANY 1 
NO PRODUCTION POSSIBLE DUE TO STRIKE é 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 
UNIT PRICE? 60 

COMPANY 2 
NO PRODUCTION POSSIBLE DUE TO STRIKE 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 0 
UNIT PRICE? 58 

QUARTER 9 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
-495 4857 9961 17 oD 10657 
“601 5142 9933 18 35 10773 

e STRIKE SETTLEDe NORMAL PRODUCTION RESUMED 
NEW VARIABLE COST=$ 24 / UNIT DUE TO INCREASED WAGES 

COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 55 

COMPANY 2 | 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 400 
UNIT PRICE? 54 



THE PRESIDENT HAS JUST IMPOSED A WAGE-PRICE FREEZE ON THE 
ECONOMYs AND YOU MAY NOT RAISE THE PRICE OF YOUR PRODUCT 
OVER THE NEXT 2 QUARTERS.~ | . 

COMPANY 1 HAS SUFFERED FIRE DAMAGE IN ITS WAREHOUSE ae 
ALL UNITS WERE DESTROYED- YOUR INSURANCE WILL REIMBURSE YOU 
IN THE AMOUNT OF $ 677 FOR THESE UNITS 

Throughout the game a number of 

events occur that influence the 

environment in which the Companies 

make their marketing decisions. 
COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 70 In this case, both Companies are 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 250 - not allowed to increase the price 
UNIT PRICE? 53 | of their products due to a , 

Presidential wage-price freeze. 
In addition, Company 1 suffered 

COMPANY 2 fire damage. 

PRODUCTION LEVEL? 50 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 325 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

QUARTER 6 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
324 44015 9479 34 36 10235 
620 55°84 . 9108 43 49 — $0137 

COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 53 

Company 2 has attempted to increase 
COMPANY 2 | prices during a wage-price freeze. 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 45 Since this is not allowed, the 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 400 instruction you see here is 
UNIT PRICE? 51 printed. 

¥OU MAY NOT RAISE PRICES DURING THE WAGE-PRICE FREEZE . 

UNIT PRICE? 50 . 

QUARTER 7 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
560 4309 9955 | 36 40 10795 
633 56-09 9762 46 48 10770 

COMPANY 1 HAS BEEN THE VICTIM OF EMBEZZLEMENT BY THE | 
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY. YOUR CASH ON HAND IS NOW $ 9755 = 

THE WAGE-PRICE FREEZE HAS ENDED 



QUARTER 10 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 

462 46057 10279 34 35 11119 

® 476 53642 10385 39 36 11249 

COMPANY i 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 400 
UNIT PRICE? 55 

COMPANY 2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 350 
UNIT PRICE? S52 

-« 

QUARTER 11 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
483 48-71 10714 38 37 11602 
476 5128 10861 40 36 11725. 

COMPANY 1 HAS BEEN THE VICTIM OF EMBEZZLEMENT BY THE 
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANYe YOUR CASH ON HAND IS NOW $ 10514 

COMPANY 1 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

COMPANY 2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 0 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

QUARTER 12 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
272 53024 11010 41 36 11874 
386 46675 «£8001 36 | 0 12111 

RERARAARKEKEAEE EERE 7 
COMPANY 2 YOU HAVE REACHED 12 MILLION AND WON 

Seakiok $tk ee aR CRE Gane: eats aces tebpany 2's 

2 | assets exceed $12 million. 

DO YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAINCTYPE 1 FOR YES» 0 FOR NO)? O 

READY 



SAMPLE RUN 2. 

READY 

RUN | 

DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONSC(TYPE 1 FOR YES» O FOR NO)? O 

ARE YOU BEGINNING THE GAME OR CONTINUING This sample run illustrates 
CTYPE 1 FOR BEGINNINGs 2 FOR CONTINUING)? 2 _ the procedure used when you 

| wish to continue the MARKET 

game at a point other than 
Quarter 0. This option is 
useful when you do not have 

time to finish the game in 

one class period and there- a 
fore need to recall the | 
MARKET program at a later 

time. 

(Note: The same results can 
be obtained by changing data — 

: lines 935 and 940. See the 
. = Sago se section entitled Altering 

ee ee | | the MARKET Model in the 
‘ Student Handbook for further 

ae instructions.) 

COMPANY 1 ENTER PREVIOUS CASH ON HANDs»PREVIOUS INVENTORY? 4500.60 

Here you enter the values _ 

for cash on hand and inven- 

tory for company 1 at the 

end of the last quarter 
of play. — 

COMPANY 2 ENTER PREVIOUS CASH ON HANDsPREVIOUS INVENTORY? 4800+50 

ENTER VARIABLE PRODUCTION COST? 26 Enter here the variable pro- 
duction cost at the beginning 

of the last quarter of play. 

Refer to the previous run 

for the values to be entered. 

Enter the number here for | 8 
ENTER QUARTER NUMBER? 9 the last quarter played. 

_ FIXED PRODUCTION COST=$ 250000 / QUARTER 
VARIABLE PRODUCTION COST=$ 26 /UNIT — 

WITH NO ADVERTISING AND A SELLING PRICE OF SSO/UNIT 
_& COMPANY WILL SELL 25000 UNITS (PRINTED AS 25 ) 
WAREHOUSE CHARGE FOR INVENTORY= 5 PER CENT . 
INTEREST CHARGE ON BORROWED sebridn tos S PER CENT | ri} 
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UNITS AND DOLLARS BELOW ARE IN THOUSANDS 

QUARTER 9 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
0 0 4500 0 60 60 60 
0 8) 4800 0 50 6100 

COMPANY 2 HAS BEEN THE VICTIM OF EMBEZZLEMENT BY THE 
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY-e YOUR CASH ON HAND IS NOW $ 4600 

COMPANY 1 | 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 30 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 300 
UNIT PRICE? 50 

COMPANY 2 
PRODUCTION LEVEL? 40 
ADVERTISING BUDGET? 350 
UNIT PRICE? S2 

QUARTER 10 

PROFIT MARKET SHARE CASH ON HAND NUMBER SOLD INVENTORY ASSETS 
370 50 «61 9156 4i 49 6430 
175 49-38 4975 40 5 See 6275 
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VIII. RELATED BOOKS AND FILMS 

Books 

iB Arnold E. Amstutz, COMPUTER SIMULATION OF COMPETITIVE MARKET RESPONSE, 

(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1967). 

This book describes the models and methodology used to develop 
a very sophisticated computer simulation of interactions within the 

marketing environment. Although it would be too difficult for most 

high-school students, it may be valuable to some advanced programming 

students who are interested in developing a more sophisticated market- 
ing model. 

James E. Littlefield and C. A. Kirkpatrick, ADVERTISING, 

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970). 

This introductory text on advertising is written for college- 

level business students, but could probably be valuable to more 

advanced high-school students. The book has many excellent illus- 

trations and the discussions are clearly written in an interesting 
_way. It would be an excellent resource for teachers who wished to 
treat advertising in some depth. 

Ralph E. Mason and Patricia M. Rath, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, 

(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968). 

This book is very clearly written and would be appropriate 

for use with secondary-school students. It systematically pre- 
sents all aspects of marketing and marketing jobs, without becom- 
ing unnecessarily rigorous. 

> 

Paul Samuelson, ECONOMICS, 5th edition. 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961). 

The chapters on supply and demand in this classic work on 

economics could be very helpful in preparing a unit on marketing. 

Fred T. Wilhelms, et al., CONSUMER ECONOMICS, 3rd edition. 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966). 

The first four chapters of this book provide a good introduction 

to the American economic system for average high-school students. 
These chapters treat topics such as: economics and the consumer, the 
American economic system, consumer problems in economics, and consumer 

choice-making. 
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Films 

is AMERICAN BUSINESS SYSTEM: HOW IT EVOLVED (16MM) 
Running time: 30 minutes 
Rental fee: S725 

Available from: National Educational Television Film Service 

Bloomington, Indiana 

Tells the story of the evolution of American business methods from 
early colonial times to modern-day corporate procedures. 

THE GOLDEN STANDARD (16M) 
Running time: 174s minutes 
Rental fee: . none 

Available from: Modern Talking Picture Service 

° 230 Boyleston Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02167 

° 122 W. Chippewa Street 
Buffalo, New York 14202 

© 1212 Avenue of Americas 

New York, New York 10036 

© 2238 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

° 2009 North Third Street 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105 

° 1205 North 45 Street 
Seattle, Washington 98103 

This full-color film tells the story of modern advertising -- the 
function of media selection in advertising, positive introduction of 
circulation facts, the purpose and influence of the ABC, and the advan- 
tages of buying known and analyzed quantities of circulation. 

LANGUAGE OF ADVERTISING (16MM) 
Running time: 30 minutes 
Rental fee: $5.00 
Available from: National Educational Television Film Service 

Bloomington, Indiana 

Describes how advertising uses effective connotation and omits much 
factual information. Also treats human reactions to words and symbols. 

MARKET AND THE INDIVIDUAL (16MM) 
Running time: 30 minutes 

Rental fee: $2.25 
Available from: National Educational Television Film Service 

Bloomington, Indiana 

Describes how the needs and wants of the American people are met by 
a business system of free choice. 
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Running time: 28 minutes 

“Rental fee: none 

MERCHANT TO THE MILLIONS (16MM) 

Available from: Association-Sterling Films . 

° 484 King Street 
Littleton, Massachusetts 01460 

° 43 West 61 Street 
New York, New York 10023 

© 600 Grand Avenue | — , » 
Ridgefield, New Jersey 07657 3 a 

Second and Delaware Avenue 

Oakmont, Pennsylvania 15139 

Rew bee 
Boa mo & 

A color film which tells the fascinating story of Sears, Roebuck, 
and Company, and the men, methods, and machinery which led to its place 
in America today, | 

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING (16MM) 
- Running time: 30 minutes 

Rental fee: 32 25 

Available from: National Educational Television Film Service 

Bloomington, Indiana 

Considers functions of production and marketing and treats methods 
of handling problems of producing and distributing goods. 

RETAILING FISH (16MM) 

Running time: 18 minutes 
Rental fee: none 
Available from: National Marine Fisheries Service 

Audio Visual Services 

1815 North Fort Meyer Drive, Room 601 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Color film which depicts handling and merchandising of fresh and 
frozen fish. Display and merchandising ae Baca receive special emphasis. 

ROLE OF THE MARKET (16MM) | oe 
Running time: 30 minutes . 7 | 7 Pe 
Rental fee: $2.25 | acs ee —— 
Available from: National Educational Television Film Service 

Bloomington, Indiana ; : : . 

Focuses on what the market is, what it does, and how it operates to 
determine prices and allocate resources. Treats the forces of supply and, 
demand. ) 


